
Artist:Â Hadi FallahpishehVenue:Â Efremidis, BerlinExhibition Title:Â GOODDate: September 11 â€“ November 7, 2020Click here to view slideshowFull gallery of images, press release and link available after the
jump.Images:Images courtesy of Efremidis, BerlinPress Release:Hadi Fallahpisheh performs alone in the darkroom. The lack of light impairs his vision and, consequently, movements become absurd and cumbersome. To
make his work he uses different tools and methods: balls and fashlights, ceramic and photographic techniques.The performance has elements of slapstick comedy. Isolated in a pitch-dark room, the artist throws a
ballâ€”again and againâ€”at a sheet of metallic Kodak paper. Sometimes missing its target altogether, when the ball does hit the paper, a bulb lights up. The fash causes a photogram and by exposing different objects,
creates faint outlines and grids. In the following step, he uses a fashlight to make line drawings on the light-sensitive paper.Hadi Fallahpisheh shrugs at the rules: he crosses boundaries between media and ideas and
misuses his materials. The strength of his photographic surfaces lies in their remarkable painterly appearance. Itâ€™s only logical that the artist stretches the thick photographic paper to mimic and also taunt the idea of
painting.The resulting artworks are twofold: a document of a lonesome performance and an auratic prop. The former is emphasized by the fact that, like a shroud, the works ft the proportions of the artistâ€™s body and,
as such, they somberly refect his actions in the darkroom. The latter toys with the most common expectations of a work of art while simultaneously undermining its status and stability.Motivated by a mischievous impulse,
his works depict figures that are often lonely, behind bars or even lost at sea. The crude scenes are dramatized and sometimes sexualized. But in the end, the narrative remains only a suggestion and hangs the desire for
a punchline or a resolution out to dry. The story is present but it is never actually told.Institutional or bureaucratic intimidation are repeated themes: the threat of persecution, expulsion and entrapment persist. By raising
the question of belonging, Hadi Fallahpisheh taps into the fear of being excluded and, as a result, addresses the experience of solitude, the human condition in all its madness. But thereâ€™s hope: the artist also shows
how prisons, especially self-imposed or imagined ones, can be overcome.For Good, his frst exhibition at Efremidis, Hadi Fallahpisheh has made a new series of photographic works, several ceramic sculptures and an
installation in the galleryâ€™s window space.Hadi Fallahpisheh (*1987, Iran), lives and works in New York, USA. In 2015, he participated in the Creative Practices Program at the International Center for Photography in
New York. In 2016 he received an MFA in Photography at Bard College.Currently a teaching fellow at Harvard University, Fallahpisheh was the recipient of the Artadia award in 2018. His work has been exhibited at
Petzel, Sculpture Center, Tramps, Simone Subal Gallery, Kai Katsumiya, NYC; Galerie Eva Presenhuber, NYC, Zurich; Blum &amp; Poe, LA; Central Fine, Miami; Fahrenheit Madrid, Madrid; Dastan Gallery and the
Tehran Museum of Contemporary Art, Tehran.Link: Hadi Fallahpisheh at EfremidisThe post Hadi Fallahpisheh at Efremidis first appeared on Contemporary Art Daily.Artist:Â Hadi FallahpishehVenue:Â Andrew Kreps, New
YorkExhibition Title:Â BLOW-UPSDate: October 23 â€“ November 7, 2020Click here to view slideshowFull gallery of images, press release and link available after the jump.Images:Images courtesy of Andrew Kreps, New
YorkPress Release:Andrew Kreps Gallery is pleased to announce a special project with Hadi Fallahpisheh titled BLOW-UPS at the galleryâ€™s 22 Cortlandt Alley location, specifically conceived to open before the 2020
presidential election.In 2016, Fallahpisheh was living in rural upstate New York in an area that had heavily supported Donald Trumpâ€™s election. Unable to renew his Visa, and faced with the prospect of moving back to
his native Iran, he spent the last of his savings buying two dozen bottles of â€œTrumpâ€• label wine. After drinking the contents, Fallahpisheh turned the empty vessels into Molotov cocktails, filled with gasoline and still
bearing the â€œTrumpâ€• labels. Initially planned to be incorporated into a performance, Fallahpisheh ultimately decided to bury the bottles, accompanied by notes explaining their origin and his work as an artist, with the
assumption theyâ€™d be later discovered by a stranger. In the spring of this year, while working on a series of works that contained a wine bottle as a recurring motif, Fallahpisheh remembered these buried objects and
drove upstate to retrieve them. All were found intact, though their contents had since evaporated. These empty vessels form the basis of BLOW-UPS, and are presented alongside new sculptures and photographic
works.Continuing an ongoing series, the large-scale photographs on the gallery walls play on the mediumâ€™s traditional role to reflect the society in which they were made. Rather than using photography as a direct
document, Fallahpisheh creates unique works in the dark room by manipulating the surface of photosensitive paper with light to form cartoonish drawings that depict interactions between humans and animals. Placed
within seemingly generic architectural environments, such as houses, fences, or other barriers, the figuresâ€™ interactions quickly take on resonance with familiar social hierarchies &#8211; the power structure between
species, ideas of ownership and residence, and inside versus outside. With a distinctly humorous bent, Fallahpishehâ€™s characters each engage in their own personal vices, confusing the morality typically implied by
the roles each character assumes. In BLOW-UPS, these photographs are presented within sculptural environments, brokenÂ or exploded fences that lean atop their surface. The evaporated Molotov Cocktails are then
littered throughout the space, presented within similar fence-like structures, or within vitrines, where they are comically and desperately grasped by small doll-like figures. Together with the exhibitionâ€™s title, the works
suggest how tenuous and fragile these familiar structures can be.Hadi Fallahpisheh was born in Tehran, Iran, and currently lives and works in New York. Fallahpisheh received a MFA in Photography from Bard College,
Annandale-on-Hudson, New York in 2016. Fallahpishehâ€™s work is currently included in 100 Drawings from Now at The Drawing Center, New York on view through January 2021. His work was recently included in In
Practice: Total Disbelief, SculptureCenter, Long Island City, 2020, and Open Call, The Shed, New York, 2019. Additionally in 2019, Fallahpiseh was the recipient of the Artadia New York Award, and had a solo exhibition
at Tramps, New York.Link: Hadi Fallahpisheh at Andrew KrepsThe post Hadi Fallahpisheh at Andrew Kreps first appeared on Contemporary Art Daily.In case you&#8217;d like to spend a while absorbed in the universe of
a single artist&#8217;s practice, you might like to visitÂ Contemporary Art Quarterly, where we publish deep archives of the work of individual artists.This week, we&#8217;re featuring the archive of Peter Fend, where you
can find documentation of 145 projects by the American artist.The post Contemporary Art Quarterly: Peter Fend first appeared on Contemporary Art Daily.Artist:Â Nora TuratoVenue:Â Mglc The International Centre of
Graphic Arts, LjubljanaExhibition Title:Â eto ti naDate: September 11 â€“ November 8, 2020Curated By: Vladimir VidmarClick here to view slideshowFull gallery of images, press release and link available after the
jump.Images:Images courtesy of Mglc The International Centre of Graphic Arts, LjubljanaPress Release:Nora Turato is a young generation artist and an international art scene wunderkind of sorts. Her crafty and sharp
work deals with language, its dissipation and the deflation of meaning in the age of post truth. What is particularly appealing in Turatoâ€™s practice, apart from its unbridled potency arising from her astute dexterity as a
performer, is the immediacy of its material. Turato deals with language in an utterly irreverent way, mixing fragments from diverse sources, from advertising to science, mixing pop and high culture, utterly oblivious of their
origin. Her work presents an entryway into the subconscious of digital-era humans: bombed by soundbites, slogans, PR spins and ad rhymes, it is a penetrating portrait of contemporary societyâ€™s face-value attitude to
language in a raging war on truth and its means of distribution. The title of the exhibition, eto ti na, is symptomatic for Turatoâ€™s handling of language as material: it is an untranslated Croatian catchphrase, a sequence
of sound rather than meaning, a linguistic ready-made with little regard to any context, making its way through a myriad of similar fragments, crashing and bouncing off them.The eto ti na show will be one of Turatoâ€™s
biggest museum exhibitions to date, featuring new commissions in the whole variety of media her practice covers, from multi-channel video installations, wall paintings, to graphic works, as a nod to the International
Centre of Graphic Arts and its longstanding dedication to the graphic arts. While the essence of her work is performancebased, her video and 2D works are no less performative â€“ Turatoâ€™s colourfully pulsating
typographies scream their loud and flashy messages and are just as vehement and striking as the artist when she performs. Considering the fact her performances never entail documentation, her exhibitions are
simultaneously sets, props, scripts and archives of her (performance) work. Such intertwining of media is just another of Turatoâ€™s ways of approaching the complex ways language is disseminated and the fecundity of
that process. Different voices are echoed in her work, both literally, in highpitched jingles, confessional stream of consciousness and the odd singing sequence of her videos and performances, as well as in the scribbles of
her handwriting and the classical typographies of the visual communications she employs in her set ups. eto ti na transforms the enfilade of the rooms of the International Centre of Graphic Arts into a labyrinth in which
fragmented language sequences produce a hectic reality, a sort of linguistic landscape of today. Calling to the immersed visitor, defining a world that lacks essence or centre but possesses the incredible potentiality of
myriad iterations, Turatoâ€™s show does what she does best: irreverently exposes our truths as hollow but makes no elegy of it. Post truth for Turato is just another way of saying that the fight for truth is on and that we
are armed enough to join in the fight.eto ti na is curated by Vladimir Vidmar and opened on 11 September with Turatoâ€™s performance wow this huge wooden horse is great.Link: Nora Turato at Mglc The International
Centre of Graphic ArtsThe post Nora Turato at Mglc The International Centre of Graphic Arts first appeared on Contemporary Art Daily.Artist:Â Patty ChangVenue:Â Cushion Works and Friends Indeed, San
FransiscoExhibition Title:Â Que Sera SeraDate: October 1 â€“ November 7, 2020Organized By: Nancy LimClick here to view slideshowï»¿&nbsp;Full gallery of images, press release and link available after the
jump.Images:Videos:Patty Chang, Invocations/Que Sera Sera, 2013â€“7, two-channel video installation, HD, color, sound, TRT: 3:45Â minutesPatty Chang, In Love, 2001, two-channel video installation, SD, color, no
sound, TRT: 3:28Â minutesï»¿Patty Chang, Gate Remains Partially Repaired, Gait Remains Partially Impaired, 2005, two-channel video installation, SD, color, sound, TRT: 24:19Â minutesï»¿Patty Chang, Gate Remains
Partially Repaired, Gait Remains Partially Impaired, 2005, two-channel video installation, SD, color, sound, TRT: 24:19Â minutesImages courtesy of Cushion Works, San FransiscoPress Release:If I had it to do over
again, I would assign other stages of mourning to the scripted five steps of denial, anger, bargaining, depression and acceptance. Perhaps the leap between depression and acceptance seemed too big a gulf to bridge.
Between them, I would add in no fixed order: repositioning, integrating, shapeshifting, imagination, enchantment, trance, transmogrification, invocation, mystification and bewilderment. When the time comes, because I am
sure it will, Iâ€™ll test them out, and let you know how it goes.Love,PatriciaPatty Chang, Que Sera Sera is a two-venue exhibition exploring loss and the visual expressions that emerge in its wake. The photographs and
films on view, made between 2001 and 2017, trace our ties to home and homelands, grasping for those we love, whether they inhabit this world or the next. Patty Chang is a Los Angeles-based artist working in
performance, video, writing, and installation. Her work has be
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